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OFFICIALS

Stewards: Dávid Major
Leopold Freistatter (AUT)
Boglárka Budai

Race Director: Slaven Dedic (HRV)

Clerk of the Curse: László Perényi

Driver Liaison Officers: dr. Katalin Tóth
Zsolt Ország

Chief Scrutineer: József Toma

Driver Advisor: Gergely Marton



DRIVER LIAISON OFFICERS:

Zsolt Országdr. Katalin Tóth



SAFETY

There is a hazard beside or partly on the
track.

There is a hazard wholly or partly
blocking the track and/or „Racing line”

Single Yellow Flag 

Double Yellow Flag 

OVERTAKING IS NOT PERMITTED 



SAFETY 

All cars shall immediately reduce speed
and slowly go back to the start, or follow
the marshals signals.

PARC FERME RULES! (No work until
permission is given)

Red Flag



DRIVING RULES

Pushing another car with front of your car

Gaining adventage by pushing or cutting

Side by side hard pushing

NOT ALLOWED 



GENERAL RULES

After the Free Practices it is possible to have a weight check at track exit.

Drivers shall be at the Pre-Grid Area on time. Those who are not present when

the cars are entering the starting are cannot start the race.

Tyre Cleaning is only permitted at the designated area.

Track exit is at marshal post No. 5.

Erratic or potentially dangerous maneuvers after the chequered flag are not

allowed and will be penalised.



GENERAL RULES

Max. speed in the paddock is 5 km/h 

Motorbikes, quads, E-scooter are not allowed in the paddock.

After 11pm loud activities are strictly prohibited. 

At this event, a Paddock Marshal will supervise safety and environmental

matters at all paddock places.

At the prize-giving ceremony drivers shall wear appropriate racing suits.



TRACK MAP 



HEARING
During hearings Drivers must be represented by Team Principals or Official

Representatives of the Competitor. 

During hearing the following documents shall be presented: 

Driver licence

Competitor licence

Team Principal card 

Formal requirements of protest and appeals can be found in International

Sporting Code - Article 13 and 15. 





ONBOARD FOOTAGES - SD CARD

Onboard footages shall be available for the Driver Liasion Officers at all times.

Handling of SD cards:

Recommended Not recommended



THANK YOU!

offroadosszekoto@gmail.com

+36 20 299 8485


